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November SCAMPS Meeting Location

The SCAMPS’ November meeting will be held Saturday November 10th at Dr. Don and Mary Chapton’s home
located at 43705 Paisano Place near the City of Temecula. A luncheon is planned starting 1 PM and the ladies are

invited to attend. Directions: you need to take the 215 or 15 South to Temecula. Take the 79/Warner Springs
exit on the Temecula Parkway East to Margarita Road and turn left-go north past De Portola Road until you
come to Jededia Smith Road and turn left. Follow this West until you meet Paisano Place and turn left. The
Chapton’s house is at the end of the drive with an iron gate in front. See you there!
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Well, happy November SCAMPSters! We are rapidly winding down 2012 with the completion of some great
contests this year. We just finished the USFFC and heading into the SCAMPS/SCIF Fall Annual coming up
early in November. Then a little break and it all starts over again with the Southwest Regionals in January.
Before we get into the newsletter some wishes go out to our friends Bob Goldie and Fernando Ramos for
speedy recoveries on their ailments. We miss you guys at the contests and Perris and hope to see both of you
back in our midst soon. Also a bad month to be the wife of a SCAMPS’ member as Pauline Crowe fell
playing tennis and broker her hand badly, and Elaine Davidson tripped on a rug in the house and fell breaking
her shoulder. Elaine’s is bad enough that they will have
to replace her shoulder joint in with surgery. Get well
everyone.
Okay-the big news to report is the USFFC hosted by our
own Ted and Sandra Firster. This is a great CD team
and the event seems to be gathering steam for
attendance. This year it was announced that the event
is now considered one of the America Cup legal contests
and as such attracted a small crowd of FAI flyers.
This was the first contest since the pistachio orchard
development started. The launch area was staged to the
south side of the LHMAF entrance road about a quarter
mile in from Holloway Road. This placed launches about 400 yards further east from the traditional launch
area, which is now close to the development area. A new road was actually graded onto the airfield property
(without permission). There are some real challenges developing with this property owner but I’m not going
to comment on the discussion that was held with the Board on Saturday evening. This will be announced
with time I’m sure, using proper communication channels. But what was important was the fact the
development activity did not seem to impact the contest to any great degree. There was concern about
running five minute maxes but I don’t believe this resulted in too many issues with drift onto the forbidden
zone. Contestants were asked to report back if their retrievals went onto the property. I’m not sure how
many actually did-I think maybe ten of us got to the edge but I don’t believe anyone drifted much past the
boundary road.
Weather conditions were perfect on Friday with very little drift all day long. Saturday was nice with varying
light wind but for whatever reason very difficult to pick max air almost all day. About 3:30 it began to get
buoyant and it was good for maxes but a lot of us had already made our attempts and were finished. I believe
an inversion layer was over the field and probably limiting the lift to very shallow altitude, but that’s just my
opinion. Sunday was better for picking air but a breeze picked up from the east mid-morning and the drift
was directly toward the pistachio development. Very large dust devils were moving through by the end of
the contest at 3:30 and it was probably the hottest day of the three as well. But in all the temperature was very
pleasant and I never felt heat fatigued at any time.
I missed the takeoff but heard the resulting crash of Phil Ronney’s ROW model leaving the pond and running
head height through the pit area and meeting its end across the road. That one made the grade as the most
spectacular crash of the contest-sorry Phil.
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Not to be outdone-Don Kaiser’s big Texan VTO’d and something went awry under power and the resulting
high G turn tore off one wing panel. Rather than spiraling into a death dive the model stabilized into a perfect
knife edge flight and actually started to perform a shallow climb until the engine shutoff kicked in. I’m not
sure the thermaling capability would have been so great in that configuration but the end crash was not nearly
as bad as you would expect. I think Don was going to be able to fix this one easily and return it to service.
Also losing a model was Ron Thomas-no details on it but I heard the engine run and crash. There were a few
others as well but I did not take notes.
I heard on Friday Bud Romak had a monster Mulvihill model he flew in the morning. I don’t know if anyone
got pictures of this but I understand it was spectacular and extremely light.
Twin Pusher was lightly contested with Carl
Redlin, Kevin Sherman and the team of Hal
Wightman and George Walter flying Gene
Wallock’s Twin pusher (not sure what
model-left). At the point of launch two went
vertical and one went into reverse. Hal and
George had managed to wind backwards.
They suspected as much prior to launch and
knew they could reverse the motors but there
was not enough time left to mess with it before
the launch signal. Hal launched-ready for the
worst and when it happened quickly caught the
model and prevented any damage. Both Carl
and Kevin went very long and high as usual and
I believe Carl walked away with the win.
There was lots of action within the FAI area
as well as HLG and CLG. I did not have a
chance to participate but Rocco and his kids
were there and a bunch of competitors all
vying for honors. Small gliders were in the
air constantly all weekend-very rewarding
to see.
My new friend Mike Callas came out
Sunday with a new Boomer P-30 to fly his
first contest in Free Flight. After some
initial adjustment he went out for his first
attempt and launched the model at a high
angle. This resulted in bad stall and a near
crash that recovered just above ground and
then stabilized into a nice climb that just
kept going until the model specked out. We
saw it D/T about two minutes in but it did
not release all the way and went into a
shallow stall and just kept climbing into the
westerly drift until it was gone. Keep an
eye out for this guy-he’s interested in all the
FF events and is ready to go.
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Hal Wightman looking for air at the 2012 USFFC

Team Kaiser getting ready on Saturday

Ken Kaiser releases
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Phil Ronney ROW attempt

Kevin Sherman 2012 USFFC

Ron Thomas launches as Kevin observes
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Jeff Carman launches 2012 USFFC

Mike Mayea looking for air

Al Richardson at the moment of truth…
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October SCAMPS Club Contest

by Bernie Crowe

The weather was near-perfect, but the turnout was less so. For our October 2012 Club Contest we had
Nostalgia Wake/Nostalgia Rubber for designs between 1943 and 1956; and three electric events: F1Q, E-36,
and Harbor Freight models. The temperature was lower than predicted, though it was warming up by the
time we left. The drift seemed fairly low, but at altitude it easy enough to move the models smartly across the
field.
In the past the electric events have been popular, even the Harbor Freight ready-builts. One of the staunchest
proponents of these little foam models used to be Tom Carman, who is no longer with us. Tom’s brother,
Jeff, said he would have flown Harbor Freight if he had known there was a contest. I heard a couple of other
guys express surprise that there was a Club contest today. Guys, read your newsletter, or look on the website.
It’s all there!
As it turned out I was the only electric flier for the first time in years. I flew the BMJR kit version of my
“Noah’s Quark” design, and managed a couple of maxes early on. Just to avoid having it look like a
landslide victory, I dropped one second on my third flight, thus avoiding the necessity of a fly-off with myself.
We had a better turn out for the rubber event, with three of our regular competitors bunching the rubber with
Nostalgia designs. George Walter flew his freshly-repaired Bilgri Wake, which had re-kitted itself last week
when the wing mount came off. George was still working on getting the rebuilt model trimmed and only
managed a couple of one-minute flights. Hal Wightman had more success with his “Max Maker” Wake.
He scored a 120, a 150 and a 187 to top the charts and win. Al Richardson was flying his own-design “Long
Shot” from the 50s, and maxed out the first two rounds at 120 and 180, but had to leave the field before
making a third flight. Congrats to Hal for some good flying.
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One more thing….
In a continuing sheep relationship I have at Lost
Hills (it’s not what you think..), my latest scale
model picked up an un-scheduled wing walker
during flight testing Saturday evening after the
USFFC contest ended. At the end of the flight
the machine flipped onto its back during the
landing rollout and was impaled by… a sheep
turd (that’s okay to say isn’t it?). I was upset
only briefly as I feel I’m probably the only one
ever having a model airplane damaged this way
so in a moment of pride I present this to the
readership and claim my fame. I mean, there
are lots of s***** ways to damage your model
but this one puts the true meaning of it into
practice. Please, come up with your own quip about how crappy this is.
I will say this-there was an awful lot of sheep poop at the USFFC to contend with, but if there is a lot of rain
this winter a good amount of fertilizer in place for ground cover next season. Talk about dirty jobs…man!

SCAMPS 2012 Club Contest Schedule
Mo
Nov
Dec

Day
14
12

Rubber
P-30 / Jimmy Allen
Gollywock Mass Launch +
OT Small Rubber (comb)

Power
1/2A - D AMA Gas
1/2A - C Gas (Nos)
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CD
G. Walter
Al Richardson
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